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. best torrent in 2016 can a macbook pro run snow leopard pes2013registrationcode64bitmediafire - YouTube Secretary of State Mike Pompeo Michael (Mike) Richard PompeoWatchdog confirms State Dept. canceled award for journalist who criticized Trump Trump's push for win with Sudan amps up pressure on Congress Putin
nominated for Nobel Peace Prize MORE on Wednesday blamed Tehran for the recent attacks on oil tankers in the Gulf of Oman. “It has been clear for a long time that Iran has been involved in what some of us call extortion, which certainly can extend to the oil supply,” Pompeo said at a security forum in South Korea. “They used a

proxy, the Assad regime in Syria, to engage in their oil campaign and I’m happy to say that the regime is gone," Pompeo said, referring to the country's leader Bashar al-Assad. ADVERTISEMENT "The future of Syria, the future of the Gulf and the region are much more secure thanks to the removal of this regime and the Iranian
presence," Pompeo said. The attacks on two oil tankers and a Saudi oil facility over the weekend have brought further scrutiny to Iran's role in the region and raised tensions between Tehran and the United States. The secretary of state said that the attacks were carried out by Iran-backed militias that were backed by Iran. “It’s not a

coincidence that on the one hand you had a regime that terrorized its own people, that seized men, women and children, imprisoned them for a long time, executed them,” Pompeo said. “Some did die in custody. Others were told they were going to be released and yet they were shot in the back and dumped in a lake,” he said. “That
regime is gone and because of the regime, our partners now will be free to do more that they could’ve done or do more.” Pompeo said that the U.S. would continue to do "everything we can to hold Iran accountable" for its role in the region, though he did not indicate whether the U.S. would seek to sanction Iran. The secretary of state

was set to fly to the region on Wednesday to meet with officials in Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain and with the Turkish foreign minister, according to the Associated Press. His visit comes days after
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